
ADAPTIVE 
 

CO SME T I F R U I T  POMME  ( A P P L E )

What is an adaptive?
It is a concentrate of cosmetic ingredients, to be added every day to your skin
care, at a rate of a few drops. This adaptive is an apple native extract, which
ensures the relaxation of the elastic tissue, then an intense hydration to fight
against aging.

Did you know that?Characteristics

Cosmetifruit Pomme (Apple) contains fruit acids,
mainly malic acid, exfoliating, emollient, firming and
moisturizing.

Thus, it combines the properties of polyphenols and
fruit acids to help the skin better fight against aging
and elastic tissue relaxation.

Adaptive Sheet

.According to the Bible, Adam bit into an apple,
the forbidden fruit, and thereby deprived the
Earth of the paradis...

Taste of the forbidden or delicious flavor? Over
time, its cultivation has spread to many parts of
the world, under various varieties. Today we
can enjoy it all year round!
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Information

Cosmetifruit apple can be used for fatty tendency
skin face care, and also on the tired and stressed skins
in complement of revitalizing creams, masks... it's
adapted for a combo anti-pollution, anti-aging,
firming, revealing radiance need.

Frequency and area of application  

1 to 2 times a week
Face

How to use it 

Apply 3 or 4 drops in your cream
and mix with your hand and then
apply it directly on your skin.

Origin: 
Natural

INCI:
Pyrus Malus (Apple) Fruit Extract

Appearance: 
Liquid 

Natural origin
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Ingredients: Pyrus Malus (Apple)
Fruit Extract

Directions for use : Apply 3 or 4
drops in your cream and mix with
your hand to then apply it directly
on your skin.

External use.

To be used preferably before the
end of the season: see under the
bottle

Your address

Your brand

COSMETIFRUIT
POMME (APPLE)

20 or 30ml 

Dimensions 

1 label size
H 70 mm x W 108 mm
 ( To be confirmed
according to the
chosen packaging)

DDM  

 18 months 

Environmentally friendly
process, without organic
solvents
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